Latest QS World University Rankings see Technische Universität Wien ranked 51-100

Share your thoughts at #QSWUR

London, 25th February 2020: Technische Universität Wien in Austria has been named as one of the world’s top universities for the study of 13 subjects, according to the latest edition of the world’s most-consulted university ranking. The 2020 edition of the QS World University Rankings by Subject, released today by global higher education analysts QS Quacquarelli Symonds, names the world’s best universities for the study of 48 academic disciplines. Technische Universität Wien’s best performance is in Architecture / Built Environment, Computer Science & Information Systems, and Engineering - Civil & Structural (see table below for detail).

The rankings, compiled by global higher education analysts QS Quacquarelli Symonds, provide authoritative comparative analysis on the performance of 13,138 individual university programs, taken by students at 1,368 universities which can be found in 83 locations across the world, across 48 academic disciplines and five broad Faculty Areas.

For more information about this release, please contact Jack Moran, QS Public Relations Executive, at jack@qs.com or at +44 7714 209 834.

Key Findings – Technische Universität Wien and Austria

- With 100 ranked programs from 16 institutions in this year’s subject rankings, Austria is the 29th-most-represented country in the world;
- In terms of top-100 programs, Austria is the 28th-strongest global higher education nation based on 24 programs across 8 institutions;
- Of the 13 academic disciplines from Technische Universität Wien that are in the 2020 subject rankings, 31% improved their positions in the rankings, 0% decreased, and 69% stayed the same.
- In Academic Reputation, Technische Universität Wien’s best performance is in Engineering - Civil & Structural, in which it scores 77;
- In Employer Reputation, the university’s best performance came in Architecture / Built Environment where it earned a score of 72;
- In Citations per Paper, Engineering - Civil & Structural is the subject in which Technische Universität Wien earned the highest score (83);
- In H-Index, Technische Universität Wien’s received a score of 85.7 for Computer Science & Information Systems, its highest subject within the indicator.

Top Ranked Specific Subject Areas – Technische Universität Wien

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture / Built Environment</td>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>51-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science &amp; Information Systems</td>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>51-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering - Civil &amp; Structural</td>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>101-150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Global Highlights

- Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) achieves more world-leading performances than any other university. It achieves the number-one rank in 12 subject tables, ahead of Harvard University (11) and the University of Oxford (8);

- Mainland China is home to 100 top-50 programs for the first time – an increase from 65 in 2016. However, Chinese universities have not yet increased their representation in the uppermost echelons of the tables: the number achieving a top-ten rank has not increased over the last five years;

- The United States’ higher education system is increasingly subject to challenges from competitor nations. The number of top-10, top-50, top-100, and top-200 university programs offered by American institutions have all decreased since 2018;

- The United Kingdom’s universities have seen their performance in this ranking exercise remain broadly stable over the past two years, suggesting that the decision to leave the European Union has not yet yielded either adverse or positive results. Since 2016, the proportion of top-100 research scores held by UK programs has increased from 13.1% to 14.2%;

- Australian universities have begun to regress, with more programs declining (180) than improving their rank (122);

- Similarly indifferent results are attained by Canadian programs, with 160 declining and 107 improving;

- Singapore’s progress has stalled, though no Asian higher education system has as many top-ten programs as the island city-state (8).

More methodological information can be found at https://www.topuniversities.com/subject-rankings/methodology.

The full rankings will launch on Tuesday 3rd March at 20:00 GMT, and can be found at https://www.topuniversities.com/subject-rankings/2020.
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QS Quacquarelli Symonds

QS Quacquarelli Symonds is the world’s leading provider of services, analytics, and insight to the global higher education sector, whose mission is to enable motivated people anywhere in the world to fulfil their potential through educational achievement, international mobility, and career development.

The QS World University Rankings portfolio, inaugurated in 2004, has grown to become the world’s most popular source of comparative data about university performance. Their flagship website, www.TopUniversities.com – the home of their rankings – was viewed 149 million times in 2019, and over...
94,000 media clippings pertaining to, or mentioning, QS were published by media outlets across the world in 2019.

**About Scopus info.scopus.com**

Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature and features tools to track, analyze and visualize scholarly research. Its comprehensive database contains 55+ million items indexed from 21,000 titles from more than 5,000 publishers worldwide, ensuring broad interdisciplinary coverage in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences and arts and humanities. Scopus was designed and developed with input from researchers and librarians and features direct links to subscribed full-text articles, other library resources and interoperability with applications such as reference management software. Scopus is part of the Elsevier Research Intelligence portfolio which includes the SciVal tools, the Pure system, rich data assets and custom Analytical Services.

**About Elsevier www.elsevier.com**

Elsevier is a world-leading provider of information solutions that enhance the performance of science, health, and technology professionals, empowering them to make better decisions, deliver better care, and sometimes make groundbreaking discoveries that advance the boundaries of knowledge and human progress. Elsevier provides web-based, digital solutions — among them ScienceDirect, Scopus, Elsevier Research Intelligence and ClinicalKey — and publishes over 2,500 journals, including The Lancet and Cell, and more than 33,000 book titles, including a number of iconic reference works. Elsevier is part of RELX Group plc, a world-leading provider of information solutions for professional customers across industries.